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Abstract : One important element of teaching/learning listening is intensive listening such as listening for precise sounds,
words, grammatical, and semantic units. Several classroom-based investigations have been conducted to explore the usefulness
of auditory recognition of phonological, grammatical and semantic errors in such a context. The current study reports the
results of one such investigation, which targeted auditory recognition of phonological, grammatical, and semantic errors at the
sentence level. 56 Japanese EFL learners participated in this investigation, in which their recognition performance of
phonological, grammatical and semantic errors was measured on a 9-point scale by learners’ self-evaluation from the
perspective of 1) two types of similar English sound (vowel and consonant minimal pair words), 2) two types of sentence word
order (verb phrase-based and noun phrase-based word orders), and 3) two types of semantic consistency (verb-purpose and
verb-place agreements), respectively, and their general listening proficiency was examined using standardized tests. A number
of findings have been made about the interactive relationships between the three types of auditory error recognition and
general listening proficiency. Analyses based on the OPLS (Orthogonal Projections to Latent Structure) regression model have
disclosed, for example, that the three types of auditory error recognition are linked in a non-linear way: the highest explanatory
power for general listening proficiency may be attained when quadratic interactions between auditory recognition of errors
related to vowel minimal pair words and that of errors related to noun phrase-based word order are embraced (R2=.33,
p=.01).
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